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Abstract

Objective: The purpose of the present thesis is to enrich the robustness of
a statistical atrioventricular (AV) node model during atrial Fibrillation (AF).
The model takes into account electrophysiological properties as the two path-
ways, their refractory periods and concealed conduction; these pathways are
located between sinoatrial (SA) and AV node. It is highly desirable under-
standing of the AV node function, in order to achieve optimal arrhythmia
management for those patients affected by AF, which is the most common
arrhythmia. Methods: The simulation has been improved by introducing a
new parameter that represents the probability of an impulse choosing either
one of the two pathways. Exploration data has been conducted keeping fixed
a set of parameters while varying one of them. Results: The model concerns
a relationship between the probability of an atrial impulse passing through
(output parameter, α) and choosing (input parameter, γ) either one of two
pathway. To test its accuracy and precision mean absolute error (MAE) and
root mean square error (RMSE) have been calculated for different γ , obtain-
ing, MAE = 3.8±8.2023∗10−4 and RMSE = 1.59±0.87∗10−2. Moreover,
an investigation has been conducted on real data to verify the proposed re-
lationship using estimated parameter made by the previous model. Dataset
consists 24-h Holter recordings on 31 patients, for each patient there is a
baseline and 4 different treatments recordings. The results showed that the
standard deviation of introduced parameter presents a greater stability in 58%
of recordings, and t-test has given a not significant difference. Conclusion:
This study indicates that the proposed relationship can be used to calculate
the input parameter γ , given estimated parameter α . However, it is necessary
to develop a new estimation model using the actual RR-series interval simu-
lation.

Index terms: Atrial Fibrillation (AF), atrioventricular node (AV node),
Carvedilol, Diltiazem, dual pathways, Holter recordings, maximum likeli-
hood estimation (MLE), minimum least squares (MLS), metoprolol, refrac-
tory period, RR intervals, statistical modeling, Verapamil.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common arrhythmia [1]. During AF
the normal regular electrical impulses generated by the sinoatrial node (SA
node) are compromised, bearing disorganized electrical impulses (400-700
beats/minute), and leading to irregular conduction of ventricles impulses,
usually with a ventricular rate at 140-220 beats/minute. AF is often associ-
ated with palpitations, fainting, chest pain, stroke, or congestive heart failure,
other hand it may cause no symptoms. The most important risk is associated
to stroke, which is caused primarily by cloths forming in the atria.
The rise in the prevalence of AF can be predominantly attributed to ageing of
the population and to a higher incidence of cardiovascular diseases. The first
symptom of arrhythmia can be verified by taking the pulse, while the diagno-
sis and classification of AF is provided by electrocardiogram (ECG) where it
is feasible to notice the presence of AF-events, like absence of P waves and
irregular ventricular rate. The AF classification can be divided in paroxys-
mal, persistent and permanent.

During AF the AV node plays a relevant role in order to block many of atrial
impulses that arrive according to an irregular and chaotic activity. Although
the electrophysiological properties of the AV node influence the ventricu-
lar response during AF, they are not routinely evaluated in clinical practice.
Therefore, different mathematical models have been proposed, both invasive
and non-invasive to better understand the AV node behaviour, e.g. Cohen
model [2] and Lian model [3].
The present thesis is based on a previous work made by Corino et al.[4]
whose aim has been to develop an estimation model of the AV node during
the AF, applied on ECG signal. By the ECG, the generation of RR intervals
histogram is obtained, thanks to which the estimation of parameters of the
model is developed using maximum likelihood method. These parameters
takes into account the general electrophysiological properties of the conduc-
tion system: (1) presence of dual AV nodal pathways; (2) relative refractory
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periods of the pathways; (3) prolongation time due to the concealed conduc-
tion phenomenon. However the result, applied on real data, presents a high
variability in the estimated parameters.
Starting from this point, the purpose of the thesis is to enrich the robustness
of the model, by the introduction of a new parameter that is more correlated
to the physiological characteristics of AV node. The final expected result is
the relationship between the new parameter and the parameters estimated by
the previous model. The ECG signals, on which the evaluation of the results
has been done, are taken from the RATAF database where it was recorded a
24-hour Holter ECG for each patient affected by AF. The registrations have
been achieved for each of the four drugs administration (Metoprolol, Vera-
pamil, Carvedilol and Diltiazem) and one recording without.

The first part of the thesis, Ch. 2, contains the medical background useful to
be introduced in the argument of the cardiac conduction system. In Sec 2.5
the attention is focused on the pathophysiology of the AF including diagno-
sis, classification and treatment. Afterwards there is an overall explanation of
the AV node anatomy on which the thesis is based on. In the next Ch. 3 the
description of the main algorithms used in the model (MLE, simulated an-
nealing and generalized pattern search) is conducted, as well as the theory of
Poisson process and the Lambert function. The second part of the thesis con-
tains the description of the adopted method, Ch. 4. After a brief introduction
of some previous mathematical models, including the implementation Corino
model, schematic representation of the modified model is present. The Ch. 5
takes into account the results obtained in the simulation, Sec 5.1, and in the
real data, Sec 5.2, applying the new model. Finally the Ch. 6 and 7 contain
encountered problems, remarks, suggestions for future work and conclusion.



Chapter 2

Medical Background

In the following chapter a general description of the cardiac anatomy and
physiology is described. In the next sections the reader is introduced to the
cardiac conduction system, focusing the attention on the pathology of AF and
its effects on the AV node.

2.1 Cardiac Anatomy and Physiology

The heart couches in the center of the thoracic cavity and is hanging by its
attachment to the great vessels within a fibrous sac known as the pericardium.
It is possible to consider the heart as "double pump": the gross anatomy of
the right heart pump is considerably different from that of the left heart pump,
performing their function in different districts, yet the pumping principles of
each are primarily the same.[5]

Fig. 2.1: Pathway of blood flows through the heart and lungs [5].

The heart is composed by four chambers, the two upper chambers are
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the atria while the remaining lower are ventricles. The ventricles are closed
chambers surrounded by muscular walls, and the valves, that separate them
from the atria, are structurally designed to allow flow in only one direction,
i.e. , from the atria to the ventricles. The cardiac valves passively open
and close in response to the direction flow according to the pressure gra-
dient across them. The function of the heart is to pump oxygenated and
de-oxygenated blood at fixed ratio and pressure values, according to body
requests and so keeping homeostasis which is the ability or tendency to main-
tain internal stability in an organism to compensate for environmental changes.
Describing the pathway of blood, it flows through the chambers of the heart,
as it is indicated in Fig. 2.1. The venous blood returns from the systemic
organs to the right atrium via the superior and inferior venae cavae. Then
it passes through the tricuspid valve into the right ventricles and from there
it is pumped through the pulmonary valve into the pulmonary artery. After
passing through the pulmonary capillaries, the oxygenated pulmonary ve-
nous blood returns to the left atrium through the pulmonary veins. The flow
of blood then passes through the mitral valve into the left ventricle and is
pumped through the aortic valve into the aorta. After that it begins the sys-
temic blood circulation [5]. During the circulation, venous and arterial blood
does not mix, indeed it flows in two separated vessels. The gas exchange
happens at the level of the capillary vessels and alveoli pulmonary, under
particular conditions of partial pressure of PO2 . This phenomenon is due to
haemoglobin structure [6]. Observing the saturation of haemoglobin curve,
in Fig. 2.2, it is comprehensible how it works in different part of the human
body, releasing or linking O2 molecules. Indeed, those areas with high PO2

value can be categorizd as pulmonary alveoli where the haemoglobin links
with O2 molecules. Viceversa, areas with a low value correspond to those
organs where haemoglobin releases oxygen.

The cardiac anatomy is composed mainly by muscle cells (myocytes), see
Fig. 2.3. Muscle cells are similar to the other somatic cells (they contain com-
mon organelles) but distinct as they also include an elaborate protein scaffold
that is anchored to the cell membrane. Force generation by proteins within
the matrix leads to the contraction of the cells and pumping of blood by the
heart. Force is produced primarily along the long axis of the cell. Most of the
internal volume of myocytes is devoted to a cytoskeletal lattice of contractile
proteins whose liquid crystalline order gives rise to a striated appearance un-
der the microscope. As with other cell types, the bilayer membrane contains
a collection of ion channels and ion pumps and receptor proteins. In addition,
the membranes of cardiac muscle cells contain proteins designed to connect
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Fig. 2.2: Haemoglobin dissociation curve [6]. Torr is non-SI unit equal to [mmHg]

Fig. 2.3: Examples of myocyte cells obtained from microscope [7].

cardiac myocytes to one another as both mechanical and electrical partners.

2.2 The cardiac conduction system

The effective pump-action of the heart requires a precise coordination of the
myocardial contractions and signal generation action potential (AP). This is
accomplished via the cardiac conduction system, see Fig. 2.4. Contractions
of each cell are normally started when electrical excitatory impulses generate
along their surface membranes. In the healthy heart, the normal site for initi-
ation of a heartbeat is within the "sinoatrial node" (SA node). The SA node
is located in the right atrium in the heart and serves as the natural pacemaker.
These pacemaker cells manifest natural depolarizations and are thus respon-
sible for initiating the normal cardiac rhythm. Here specialized muscle cells
have a membrane oscillator, which always spontaneously generates repetitive
APs.
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The electrical activity of these cells is characterized by a slow depolarization
of the membrane potential (mV), the pacemaker potential, which is responsi-
ble for triggering each AP. The steepness of this pacemaker potential defines
the frequency of the cardiac rhythm. This rhythmic activity is related to the
interplay between a number of channels and the Na+/Ca++ exchanger. The
main currents beard by these different components can be divided into two
groups, depending on whether they contribute to the pacemaker or the AP.
After initial SA nodal excitation, depolarization spreads throughout the atria.
It is generally accepted that: (1) the spread of depolarizations from nodal
cells can go directly to adjacent myocardial cells;(2) preferentially ordered
myofibril pathways allow this excitation to rapidly traverse the right atrium
to both the left atrium and the AV node. It is believed that there are three
preferential anatomic conduction pathways from the SA node to the AV node
[2]. These pathways are microscopically identifiable structures, appearing to
be preferentially oriented fibres that provide a direct node-to-node pathway.
More specifically, the anterior tract is described as extension from the front

Fig. 2.4: General geometric conduction system [8].

part of the sinoatrial node, dividing into the so called Bachman’s bundle
(bearing impulses to the left atrium) and a second tract that dips along the
interatrial septum which unites to the anterior part of the AV node. The mid-
dle (or Wenckebach’s) pathway boosts from the superior part of the SA node,
passes posteriorly to the superior vena cava, then unites the anterior bundle
as it enters the AV node. The third pathway is defined as being posterior
(Thorel’s) which is considered to extend from the inferior part of the SA
node, passing through the crista terminalis and the Eustachian valve nearby
the coronary sinus to enter the posterior portion of the AV node [9], see
Fig. 2.14 and section 2.6 for more details. At the ending of atrial depolar-
ization, the excitatory signal reaches the AV node. This excitation arrives to
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these cells via the aforementioned atrial ways, with the final excitation of the
AV node generally described as occurring via the slow or fast pathways, see
section 2.6.1. Following AV nodal excitation, in normal condition, the slow
pathway conducts impulses to the "His bundle", indicated by a longer interval
between atrial and His activation (note that the bundle of His has also been
referred to as the "common bundle"). After leaving the bundle of His, the nor-
mal wave of cardiac depolarization spreads to both the left and right bundle
branches; these pathways lead depolarization to the left and right ventricles,
respectively. Finally, the signal essentially travels through the remnant of the
Purkinje fibers and the ventricular myocardial depolarization spreads.

2.3 Channel cell mechanisms (action potential
generation)

The contraction mechanism is spread out to the others cardiac muscle cells
by AP. Their electrical activity is fundamental to have a normal function
and due to the properties of the cell membrane takes advantage of to selec-
tively pass charged species from inside to outside and vice versa. Most cells
build a charge gradient using the action of ion pumps, ion selective chan-
nels and Adenosine Trio-Phosphate-dependent ion pumps (ATP-dependent
ion pumps). The charge difference across a membrane creates an electrical
potential, defined as the resting membrane potential of the cell. In the rest-
ing state, the inner part of the cell carries a negative charge relative to the
exterior interstitial environment. The energy connected through the discharg-
ing of this potential is usually coupled with cellular functions. In excitable
cells, temporally changes in the electrical potential (so the APs is like a "bo-
lus" that goes through nervous system) are used to either communicate or
to work. Importantly, in the myocyte, AP is required to initiate the process
known as excitation contraction coupling. The extracellular fluid has an ionic
composition similar to that of blood serum. The total intracellular concentra-
tion of calcium is higher, but much of it is bound to proteins or sequestered in
organelles (mitochondria, sarcoplasmic reticulum). Hence, free myoplasmic
concentrations are very low and expose in the micro-molar range in Tab. 2.1.
ATP-dependend ion pumps, ion-specific channel proteins , and ion exchange
proteins are all required to maintain the potential difference in ion concentra-
tions. This separation of charged species across a resistive barrier (the cell
membrane) generates the electrical potential (Eion) mentioned above. For
each ionic species, the value of this potential can be calculated using the
Nernst equation [10]:
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Inside Outside Ratio of EEion∗*
Ion (mM) (mM) inside/outside (mV)
Sodium 15 14 9.7 +60
Potassium 150 4 0.027 -94
Chloride 5 120 24 -83
Calcium 10−7 2 2x104 +129

Tab. 2.1: Major ionic species contributing to the resting potential of cardiac muscle
cells [5]

Eion =−
RT
zF

ln
[outside]
[inside]

(2.1)

where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature expressed in K degrees,
z is the valence of the ion (charge and magnitude), and F is the Faraday con-
stant. The membrane potentials of living cells depend not only of the potas-
sium distribution, but also on diverse parameters including the concentrations
of the other major ion species on both sides of the membrane as well as their
relative permeabilities. To determine the overall membrane potential (Em), a
modified Goldman−Hodkin−Katz equation [11] is used to take into account
the equilibrium potentials for individual ions and the permeability (conduc-
tance) of the membrane for each species such that

Em =
gNa
gtot

ENa +
gK

gtot
EK +

gCa

gtot
ECa (2.2)

where gNa is the membrane conductance for sodium (Na), gK is the mem-
brane conductance for potassium (K), gCa is the membrane conductance for
calcium (Ca), gtot is the total membrane conductance, ENa is the equilibrium
potential for sodium, EK is the equilibrium potential for potassium, and ECa

is the equilibrium potential for calcium. Evaluation of 2.2 equation using the
values in 2.1 and the conductance values for sodium, potassium, and calcium
results in a membrane potential of -90 mV.

The various phases of the cardiac AP, see Fig. 2.5, are associated with
changes in the flow of ionic currents across the cell membrane. Atrial and
ventricular cardiac muscle cells have an extremely rapid initial transition
from the resting membrane potential to depolarization. Deepening as the
channels allow charge movements, the AP generation is composed by five
phases:
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Fig. 2.5: The cardiac action potential [12].

phase 0
As the sodium channels begin to close, the Na-channels open and there
is a large-amplitude, short-duration inward Na-current.

phase 1
It is defined as a small initial re-polarization. The opening of the L-
type calcium channels causes a calcium influx and is balanced by the
potassium efflux via the now open K-channels.

phase 2
This balance results in the electrically positive plateau of the cardiac
AP profile.

phase 3
As the Ca-channels close, the flux of ions through the K-channels be-
gins to dominate the membrane potential and re-polarization of the
cells begins.

phase 4
It represent the restoration of the resting membrane potential and the
closing of the K-channels.

From the initiation of the AP through approximately half of the re-polarization,
the cell is considered refractory, meaning that it could not respond to a new
depolarization signal.
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Fig. 2.6: APs develops long the cardiac conduction system. All these contributes are
visible on the ECG as P wave, QRS complex and T wave, the QRST wave
[5].

2.4 Electrocardiography

The most common cardiac investigation method is the electrocardiography
(ECG). An ECG describes the electrical activity of the heart recorded by elec-
trodes (leads) placed on the body surface. The voltage variations measured
by the electrodes are caused by the APs of the excitable myocytes as they
make the cells contract. The resulting heartbeat in the ECG is manifested by
a series of waves whose timing convey and morphology information which
are used for diagnosing diseases, indeed they are the mirror of disturbances
of the heart’s electrical activity. The time pattern characterizes the occurrence
of successive heartbeats and its also very important. A group of cells simul-
taneously depolarizing can be seen as an equivalent current dipole associated
with a vector. The vectors describe the time-varying position, orientation
and magnitude of the dipole and can be summed to give a dominant vector
describing the main direction of the electrical impulse, see Fig. 2.6.

Depending on the location of the electrode the resulting wave can be pos-
itive or negative, associated with a vector directed towards or away from the
electrode respectively. Referring to an healthy ECG, as shown in Fig. 2.7, it
is possible to distinguish the most importanT waves.

P wave
It is associated with atrial depolarization
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Fig. 2.7: Wave and interval definitions of two consecutive heart-beats [13].

Fig. 2.8: Mason-Likar 12-lead ECG system [14].
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QRS complex
It is composed by three waves which correspond to ventricular depo-
larization; following the order we have the depolarization of three heart
regions: inter-ventricular region (Q wave), left ventricle apex(R wave),
basal region and posterior left ventricle(S wave)

T wave
It represents re-polarization of ventricles.

U wave
As T wave, it has low amplitude value. It represents the re-polarization
of papillary muscles

The diagnosis of cardiac pathologies is based on the abnormal presence of
these waves. Besides, not only the single waves are taken account, but also
specific time interval between them. This impulse is recorded by a set of leads
which have a standard position on the body surface. Up to twelve different
leads are used when taking an ECG. Each lead is measured between a pair of
electrodes placed at different locations on the chest or body, see Fig. 2.8

2.5 Atrial Fibrillation

Complications Relative changing
in AF patients

Death Death rate doubled
Stroke Stroke risk increased

Hospitalizations are frequent in
Hospitalizations AF patients and may contribute to

reduced quality of life.
Quality of life and Wide variation according to AF
exercise capacity classification and

presence of other pathologies
Left ventricular Wide variation according to AF

function classification and
presence of other pathologies

Tab. 2.2: Complications enhanced in the overview of Kirchhof et al [15].

Atrial fibrillation is the most common arrhythmia [1]. The rise in the
prevalence of AF can be predominantly attributed to ageing of the popula-
tion and to a higher incidence of cardiovascular diseases. Stroke is the most
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debilitating complication of AF, being associated to hypercoagulable state,
structural abnormalities in the fibrillating atria, and relative blood stagnation.
During AF multiple foci are present in the atria, thus the electrical impulses
in the upper chambers of the heart, becoming chaotic and cause an irregular
heartbeat. This irregular atrial depolarization causes the P waves to disappear
on the ECG, where the baseline becomes fibrillating (f waves). The irregular
heartbeat can result in heart palpitations along with a variety of symptoms
such as fatigue. When the heart is not pumping blood effectively, blood can
stagnate and clot. If the clots break apart and travel to the brain, they can
cause a stroke, which represents one of worst consequence linked to AF. In
general, the diagnosis is made on the basis of the irregularity of the ventricu-
lar rhythm and the absence of P waves on the ECG, see Fig. 2.9. In Tab. 2.2,
it reports the most important outcome parameters caused by AF.

Fig. 2.9: Comparison of ECG tracks during normal rhythm (upper image) and AF
(lower image) [16].

2.5.1 Diagnosis and Classification

The fast atrial activity, irregular in its shape and chronology, is not always vis-
ible in a non-optimal technical quality recording, in which case the diagnosis
is essentially made on the irregularity of the ventricular complexes, see Fig-
ure 2.10. The presence of AF as the basic rhythm of the recording makes the
ECG interpretation much more difficult because the appearance of the next
ventricular complex cannot be foreseen [17]. As it has been said above, the
electrocardiographic diagnosis of AF is given by the presence of rapid atrial
activity which is irregular (more than 400 bpm), with ventricular activity ap-
pearing with QRS complexes separated by RR intervals which are completely
irregular. AF can be the basic rhythm or it may be present in episodes that
can be long or short, alternating with another basic rhythm, usually the sinus
rhythm.

Although there is a well-accepted classification, as it shows the next de-
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Fig. 2.10: ECG during Atrial Fibrillation [17].

scription according to the guideline interpretation [18], it is not likewise true
for the mechanism which bring manifestation of the arrhythmia [19].

Paroxysmal AF
The word paroxysmal means recurring sudden episodes of symptoms.
It means that sporadic episodes of AF come and go. The presence
of each episode comes on suddenly, but will stop without treatment
within a week (more commonly within two days). So each episode
stops just as suddenly as it starts and the heartbeat goes back to a nor-
mal rate and rhythm. For this reason the interval time between each
each paroxysmal episode can vary widely from patient to patient. Al-
though paroxysmal AF means that it will stop on its own, some people
with paroxysmal AF take treatment as soon as the AF develops, to stop
it as quickly as possible after it starts.

Persistent AF
This means AF that lasts longer than seven days and is unlikely to re-
vert back to normal without treatment. However, the heartbeat can be
reverted back to a normal rhythm with cardioversion treatment. Persis-
tent AF tends to be recurrent so it may come back again at some point
after successful cardioversion treatment.

Long-standing persistent
AF has lasted for more than one year when it is decided to adopt a
rhythm control strategy.
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Permanent AF
This means that the AF is present long-term and the heartbeat has not
been reverted back to a normal rhythm. This may be because cardiover-
sion treatment was tried and was not successful, or because cardiover-
sion has not been tried. People with permanent AF are treated to bring
their heart rate back down to normal, but the rhythm remains irregular.
Permanent AF is sometimes called established AF.

2.5.2 Treatment

During AF the AV node receives continuously irregular atrial impulses that
create shorter and more irregular RR intervals than during normal sinus rhythm.
Thanks to the AV node, the impulses are mostly blocked and they cannot
reach the His bundle. Nowadays there are two principal ways to manage the
arrhythmia: to restore and to maintain sinus rhythm, or to let AF to continue
avoiding rapid ventricular rates. The former is called rhythm control, while
the latter is rate control.

Restoration of sinus rhythm

One of the treatment to restore sinus rhythm is the pharmacological cardiover-
sion, i.e., antiarrhythmic drugs to stop the AF episode. The pharmacological
cardioversion is more effective on patient with paroxysmal AF, where the
remodelling is limited. Taking apart the pharmacological treatments which
aim the restoration of sinus rhythm, we expose briefly two different tech-
niques for the goal before-mentioned: DC (Direct current) cardioversion and
catheter ablation.
DC cardioversion is applied in those cases where the arrhythmia is classified
as persistent [20]. This technique concerns uses a therapeutic dose of electric
current to the heart at a specific moment in the cardiac cycle. Two electrode
pads are used which are connected by cables to a machine which has the
combined functions of an ECG display screen and the electrical function of a
defibrillator. Recording the DC cardioversion event with an ECG, it look as
shown in Fig. 2.11.
Instead, catheter ablation should be reserved for patients with AF which re-
mains symptomatic despite optimal medical therapy. The ablation consists
to an invasive procedure, which includes the use of radio-frequency energy.
This energy creates a "scar", which stops the fast, irregular impulses from the
atria reaching the ventricles, this will stop your fast heart rate. Long-term
follow-up of these patients suggests that while sinus rhythm is better pre-
served than with antiarrhythmic drugs, late recurrences are not uncommon.
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Rate control

The rate control during AF is broadly defined as prevention of inappropriately
rapid and irregular ventricular rates during AF without making any specific
attempt to restore and maintain sinus rate. Rate control in AF has three aims:
control of the heart rate at rest, control of the heart rate during activity, and
regularization of the heart rate. Control of the ventricular rate is a crucial
goal of pharmacological management of AF. The combination of drugs to be
given to a patient is obviously based on the classified AF and presence of
other heart diseases.
Usually, it is considered by medical staff a long-term treatment. The main
motivation to initiate rate control therapy is relief of AF-related symptoms.
Conversely, asymptomatic patients should not generally receive rate-control
drugs. According to Vaughan Williams classification [22], [23], it groups
them based on the primary mechanism of its antiarrhythmic effect. Giv-
ing some example, there is the β -blockers group which belongs mainly to
I and II class, as Sotalol, Carvedilol, and Metoprolol, others examples are
Propafenone, Flecainide of IC class (I class, it also subdivided in three cate-
gories A, B, and C), and Dronedarone, Amiodarone of the III class.
All of them achieve the same goal which prevents very high ventricular rate
during AF. Their main difference concerns the efficacy and applicability. AF
occurring in patients with little or no underlying cardiovascular disease can be
treated with almost any rate-control drug that is licensed for AF therapy. Most
patients with AF will receive β -blockers initially for rate control. Amio-
darone is reserved for those who have failed treatment with other rate-control
drugs or have significant structural heart disease. However, the presence of
another heart disease can shift the pharmacological treatment to another ther-
apy.

Fig. 2.11: ECG shows the transition from AF-state to the normal rhythm [21].
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2.5.3 Investigation technique: RR-Histogram

In the analysis of ventricular response during AF, multimodal histograms
have been used as noninvasive support for identification of multiple intra-
nodal pathways in patient with AF. Olsson et al. [24] have made twenty-four-
hour ambulatory ECG recordings in patients with mitral valve disease and
sustained atrial fibrillation. They segmented the RR intervals series accord-
ing to defined mean heart rate and constructed different histograms varying
the heart rate (called heart-rate stratified histograms). For each heart-rate
level varied during normal daily activities from 50-60 to 160-170 bpm (ob-
tained by modifications in autonomic nervous tone), they studied the distri-
bution of RR-intervals presented by histograms. Under the condition of wide
range of average heart-rate levels the analysis revealed a bi- or trimodal RR-
distribution in almost all patients, supporting the hypothesis that atrioventric-
ular conduction occurs via two pathways with separate conduction properties.
Restricting the study to bimodal analysis, the two peaks are considered to
contribute equally to the distribution of RR intervals. The first peak is made
up of RR intervals and represents ventricular excitation induced by slow con-
duction via AV node. The second peak corresponds to the intervals preceding
narrow QRS complexes, representing the fast conduction. It is important to
notice the transition from the slower peak towards the faster peak along the
decreasing of heart rate, see Fig. 2.12. By their assumption, the heart-rate
levels ranging between 90 and 120 bpm are optimal for the demonstration
of bimodality. The conclusion to which Olsson arrived, is that, "with highly
probability, the changes of the first peak values, induced by variations in au-
tonomic tone, produce changes in the refractoriness of the fastest conducting
part of the AV junction". Similarly, it seems likely that the changes of second
peak values are referred to changes in the refractoriness of the slower conduc-
tion system within AV junction. They also suggest that "AV nodal conduction
during atrial fibrillation follows a distinct pattern in human hearts with a pre-
sumed normal AV-node". At high heart beats, conduction occurs mainly via
fast route, while, at lower ventricular rates, this route is increasingly blocked
and conduction occurs via the slower route. see Fig. 2.13.

Thus the concealed conduction model in AF in which the fast and the slow
pathaways have different refractoriness, may explain bimodal RR distribution
during a random, high rate proximal signal input into a single atrioventricular
route.
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Fig. 2.12: RR normalized histograms.It is possible to notice the bimodal distribution
in the histograms between 90 and 130 bpm and possible bimodal distribu-
tion in heart rates between 120 and 150 bpm[24].

Fig. 2.13: Relative contribution of different peaks of RR intervals at different average
heart-rate levels. Note the transition between the peak B (representing the
slow pathway) and the peak A (representing the fast pathway)improving
the heart rate. The peak C is a possible RR intervals cluster found at lower
heart-rate levels and has been defined as a nodal escape rhytm[24].

2.6 Atrioventricular node anatomy

The AV node is located in the so-called "floor" of the right atrium, in the cen-
ter of Koch’s Triangle, over the muscular part of the AV septum, and inferior
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to the membranous septum. The AV node has the main role of delaying atrial
impulses by approximately 0.12 s. This delta in the cardiac pulse is extremely
important. It ensures that the atria have ejected their blood in the ventricles.
In the normal heart the cardiac impulse is generated in the SA node and is
conducted through the atrial myocardium to the AV node. The compact AV
node is a complex histological structure, which consists of a loose transitional
zone of cells extending into the surrounding atrial myocardium [25]. These
transitional cells are situated in the triangle of Koch, where two pathways
arise for the conduction of the impulse: a fast pathway, located anteriorly and
in close proximity to the His bundle, and a slow pathway, situated posteriorly
and inferiorly to the compact node. The fast pathway conducts more rapidly,
usually with a relatively longer refractory period, whereas the slow pathway
conducts more slowly, with a shorter refractory period. This section will be
characterized by a deeper exposition of AV node characteristics and its con-
duction properties.

Fig. 2.14: Details of the AV nodal region. The so-called slow and fast conduction
pathways are indicated by the arrows (their size was increased to allow
the reader to visualize the tortuosity of the conduction pathway) [26].

2.6.1 Dual pathway

As previously mentioned, one of the more intriguing behaviours of the AV
conduction is the so-called dual pathway AV node electrophysiology. This
term is used in reference to two different T wave fronts that propagate from
the atria to the His bundle, one with a shorter effective refractory period
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(ERP) and another with a longer ERP (i.e. slow and fast pathways respec-
tively). This phenomenon was described during 1950s by Preston and col-
laborators [27], nowadays the role that fast and slow wavefronts play in the
conduction from the atria to the His bundle remains unclear. In fact, the eval-
uation of their individual influence on the AV nodal conduction is not possible
since the pathway responsible of the each AV conduction could not be iden-
tified. The demonstration of the existence of two pathways has been well
documented by N. Mazgalev et al. [28] that has performed invasive studies
using 10 rabbit during AV node reentrant tachycardias. According to their
model, the AV node is a bilayer structure supported by two wavefronts. An
earlier wavefront (fast) that propagates via the transitional cell envelope, and
a later wavefront (slow) propagates via the deeper inferior nodal extensions.
They have studied the AV node potential depending on the distance measured
in time between two consecutive atrial impulses (A1A2). The decrease of
A1A2 was associated with a decrease in AV node potential with consequent
AV node block, suggesting that the available driving force was unable to gen-
erate full depolarization. When A1A2 was shortened to threshold value, the
presence of a delayed component, representing the later and stronger slow
wavefront, let the restoration of the conduction, and a full AP.
The slow and fast pathways are physiologically and anatomically distinct
routes to the AV node. The slow pathway traverses the isthmus between
the coronary sinus and the tricuspid annulus and has a shorter effective re-
fractory period but a longer conduction time compared to the fast pathway.
The collocation of the fast pathway is usually in the interatrial septum, and
it is characterized by a faster conduction rate and a longer effective refrac-
tory period. During the sinus rhythm the normal conduction happens along
the fast pathway, but during pathologies like AF, where it occurs a higher
heart rates, possible premature beats are often conducted through the slow
pathway, since the fast pathway can be refractory at these rates. More specif-
ically, the dual characteristics of this function have been revealed using an
S1-S2 pacing protocol; in this procedure, a stimulus (S1) of constant dura-
tion and amplitude was given and after followed by a second stimulus (S2) of
varying duration and amplitude. At each step, the S1-S2 interval was reduced
until conduction block in the fast pathway occurs due to the long refractory
period [28]. Thought the primary function of the AV node may seem simple,
that is to relay conduction between the atria and ventricles, its structure is
very complex.

Merging the two most important topics (AF and dual pathway), during
AF the time between two atrial activations is shorter than the refractory pe-
riod of AV nodal cells. Consequently, the AV node works as a filter, blocking
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some atrial activations and limiting the number of ventricular beats. The way
in which this natural filter works, and how it could be used to perform ef-
ficient rate control therapies, remains not completely understood. Next two
paragraphs prove the differences between the two pathways, following sev-
eral experimental investigations.

Slow Pathway

Supported by mapping and catheter ablation studies, Mcguire et al.[29] have
shown as depolarization of the AV junctional tissue coincides temporally with
the slow component of slow pathway potentials. Since AV junctional cells
have nodal-like APs, they have the necessary characteristics for slow conduc-
tion. During their experiment they have given adenosine in blood-prefused
dog and pig hearts,that provokes in cells with nodal-type APs, a reduction in
AP amplitude and duration. So using adenosine, the conduction in both the
slow pathway and the AV junctional cells has been registered. The AV junc-
tional cells in the posterior nodal approaches are in electric continuity with
the atria and AV node but can be electrically dissociated from the atria and the
AV node fast pathway through pacing techniques[29]. Moreover, these AV
junctional cells are depolarized before the earliest atrial activation during ret-
rogade slow pathway conduction but are not depolarized during anterograde
fast pathway conduction, it means that these cells could be the substrate of
the slow pathway. However this hypothesis is not completely confirmed by
the author Mcguire et al.

Fast Pathway

The placement of fast pathway has been suggested at the anterosuperior perin-
odal tissue, proximal to the His bundle [30]. It has been shown in patients
with AV nodal reentry tachycardia, that radiofrequency catheter ablation an-
teriorly produces precise electrophysiological effects. Although few patients
still have dual AV nodal physiology, most have a continuous curve similar to
the slow pathway portion of the AV nodal function curve before ablation, see
Fig.2.15. These observations suggest that applying anterior lesions produces
a selective effect on fast AV nodal pathway function in patients with typical
AV nodal reentry tachycardia.

Concealed Conduction

It has well documented that an impulse entering the AV node can sometimes
fail to traverse it completely. Langerdorf[31] used for the first time the term
"concealed conduction" to describe this phenomenon, whose behaviour is
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Fig. 2.15: Atrioventricular nodal function curves before and after anterior ablation.
The AV nodal function curve before ablation is represented by the open
squares and after ablation by the solid circles. It is possible to note the
disappearance of the fast pathway portion of the curve after ablation [30].

described as "the presence of incomplete conduction coupled with an unex-
pected behaviour of the subsequent impulse".
At the beginning the use of this term was restricted to define:"(1) partial or
incomplete forms of anterograde and/or retrograde AV conduction block in
which an atrial impulse did not generate a distal response but had influences
on impulses that followed it; (2)"abortive AV node conduction of a premature
atrial impulse blocked in both directions causing first or second degree AV
block". Over the years, it was discovered that the blocked impulses brought
to a general increase refractoriness of the same AV node, whose conduction
time is delayed by these following characteristics: strength,direction, form,
number and sequence of the fibrillatory impulses that reach the AV node.
Accordingly, this activity is underlined by slow irregular ventricular rhythm
during AF. In the following paragraph it is explained what mechanisms have
been introduced to understand this phenomenon.

Electrotonic modulation and decremental conduction

The mechanism controlling the concealed conduction is still controversial.
According to Hoffamn’s[32] previous work, the AV node is "the site for slow
and continuous conduction of electrical impulses from the atrium to the His
bundle". The effects that may be develpoed by the crossing of the impulses
across the AV node are a progressively increasing threshold, a decreasing
amplitude and because of the raising rate of the AP there would be a gradual
decrease of activity of the regions responsible for depolarizing more distal
tissues.
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However Meijler et al. confuted the decremental conduction existence bring-
ing different considerations. At first it is quite clear that the AV conducting
system should be regarded as highly heterogeneous and discontinuous. More-
over, it is incompatible with the modern electropydiological properties and
with the electrocardiographic features recorded in patients with AF. So a new
idea was proposed, linked to the existence of electrotonic modulation of AV
node propagation by atrial impulses blocked within the AV node, responsible
in the irregular rhythms noticed in patients with AF. While in decremental
conduction the amplitude of the AP decreases gradually until it dissipates
completely, unable to excite tissues ahead of it, in electrotonic transmission,
the AP stops at the site of block. Thanks to the local circuit, there will be a
passive membrane depolarization whose amplitude decays with the distance,
as function of the resistive properties of the tissues involved.
Meijler has explained the presence of "after effects" on the propagation of
subsequent impulses, when the concealed conduction happens. When an im-
pulse is blocked in the AV node, a subthreshold depolarization for cells distal
to the site of block verifies. Therefore the inibition of amplitude brought by
the subthreshold depolarization will affect the second AV node subthreshold
response(defined as electrotonic effects). The whole effect produces a delay
or even a blockade in the transmission of the subsequent impulses.
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Mathematical Background

In this chapter there is an overview of the mathematical knowledge nec-
essary for the implementation of the AV node model.

3.1 Poisson Process

The Poisson process is defined as a stochastic process that counts the number
of arrivals N(t) occurred in the finite interval time of length t with a mean rate
λ defined as intensity, see Fig. 3.1. The function N(t) obeys to the Poisson

Fig. 3.1: Given the interval time t, N(t) represents the number of randomly in time
arrivals

distribution:

P{N(t) = n}= (λ t)n

n!
exp{−λ t} (3.1)

where λ t is the mean of events that will occur during the time t. If the in-
tensity λ is constant, the process is called homogeneous, otherwise if λ (t) is
time-dependent, the process is an inhomogeneous Poisson process, and the
average arrival rate in the interval time [0;t] of the Poisson process will be:

µ(t) =
∫ t

0
λ (τ)dτ, t ∈ τ (3.2)

The Poisson process has some peculiar properties that will be described be-
low.

Memoryless property: An X process can be characterized by memory-
less property if:

Pr{X > t + x}= Pr{X > x} (3.3)
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Considering X as the waiting time until some given arrival, the equation 3.3
states that, given that the arrival has not occurred by time t, the distribution
of the remaining waiting time is the same as the original waiting time distri-
bution, so the remaining waiting time has no ’memory’ of previous waiting.
This property implies that the arrivals are distributed randomly in time that
assures them the statistically independence.
Assuming this property, it is possible to study the distribution of the interar-
rival times that occurs along a decreasing exponential controlled by λ :

Pr{interarrival > t}= exp{−λ t} (3.4)

Random selection: If a random se-
lection is made from a Poisson process
with intensity λ such that each arrival is
selected with probability p, independen-
tely of the others, the resulting process is
a Poisson process with intensity pλ .

Random split: If a Poisson pro-
cess with intensity is randomly split into
two subprocesses with probabilities p1
and p2, where p1 + p2 = 1, then the re-
sulting processes are independent Pois-
son processes with intensities p1λ and
p2λ .

3.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

The method of maximum likelihood (MLE) [33] corresponds to many well-
known estimation methods in statistics. MLE is a preferred method of param-
eter estimation in statistics and is an useful tool for many statistical modeling
techniques.
Let define y = (y1, ...,ym) that corresponds to a random sample vector from
an unknown population. The aim of this algorithm is represented by the set
of parameters that generate the most likely sample. Here, each population
has correspondent probability distribution and with each probability distribu-
tion an unique parameter. Defined p(y|θ) as the probability density function
(PDF), it specifies the probability of observing data vector y given the pa-
rameter θ . The parameter θ = (θ1,. . . ,θk) is a vector in a multi-dimensional
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parameter space. Assuming all elements yi of y are statistically independent,
second to theory of probability, the PDF for the data y = (y1, ...,ym) given the
parameter vector θ can be expressed as a production of PDFs for individual
observations:

p(y = (y1,y2, . . . ,yn)|θ) = p(y1|θ)∗ p(y2|θ)∗ . . .∗ p(ym|θ) =

m

∏
i=1

pi(yi|θ) (3.5)

Denoting the inverse problem: Given the observed data and a model of
interest (set of parameters), find the one PDF, among all the probability den-
sities that the model describes, that is most likely to have produced the data.
It is useful work with the natural logarithm of the likelihood function, the
so-called log− likelihood function:

logp(y|θ) =
m

∑
i=1

logpi(yi|θ) (3.6)

The final solution is given by the maximization of Eq. 3.5, obtaining for-
mally,

θ̂ = argmaxθ

{
p(y|θ)

}
(3.7)

The value θ̂ is called the maximum likelihood estimate of θ . The solution
to the equation may not have a close form solution because of the complex-
ity of the model (high parameter number), therefore it becomes necessary to
solve the problem numerically (see next section). Below, MLE properties are
listed:
Consistency. The sequence of MLEs converges in probability to the value
being estimated [34].
Asymptotic normality. As the sample size increases, the distribution of the
MLE tends to the Gaussian distribution with mean θ and covariance matrix
equal to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix [34].
Efficiency. It achieves the Cramér−Rao lower bound when the sample size
tends to infinity. This means that no consistent estimator has lower asymp-
totic mean squared error than the MLE (or other estimators attaining this
bound)[35]. Second-order efficiency after correction for bias [36].

3.3 Optimization Algorithms

In general, an optimization problem can be express as:
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z = argmax
{

f (x)
}

(3.8)

x ∈ X

where:

• X array of admissible solutions

• f (x) target function to maximize (or minimize)

Discerning the difference between local and global maximum, we say
that a specific x∗ ∈ X , we will have:

• f (x∗)≥ f (x), ∀x ∈ | ε(x), where ε(x) is part of X (Local)

• f (x∗)≥ f (x) ∀x ∈ X (Global)

Fig. 3.2: Example 2-D of a general optimization problem [37].

For non-determistic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard), computationally bur-
densome, usually it is necessary to apply heuristic methods for reaching the
solution. We can divide the procedure in two iterative techniques: building
and improving. The first is geared to find an admissible solution; while the
second, starting from the admissible solution previously found, iteratively ap-
plies a function, converging to the local maximum. The main problem, given
by heuristic algorithm, is the "local solution trap", which can be bypass using
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proper converging procedure that it allows to accept worse solutions. During
the thesis work, we have mainly used the two following algorithms, focusing
on them because they represent the best solution (according to the estima-
tion) we obtained. As the most part of iterative algorithms of minimization
(or maximization), numerically algorithms suffer about: presence of local
minima, long computational time (if the observation number is considerable
high). It is also truth that given a certain number of parameters to estimate, the
computational increase proportionally to number of parameters. In Fig. 3.2,
a bidimensional example shows the research of the optimal solution (global
minimum).

3.3.1 Simulated Annealing

As above mentioned, there are two techniques to find the solution. The suc-
cess possibility increase often using metaheuristics techniques, as simulated
annealing (SA) [38]. It is based on the analogy between the hardening physic
process and the solving of combinatorial optimization problems. Hardening
involving heating and controlled cooling of a material to increase the size of
its crystals and reduce their defects. Both are attributes of the material that
depend on its thermodynamic free energy. Heating and cooling the mate-
rial affects both the temperature and the thermodynamic free energy which
are differently correlated. While the same amount of cooling leads the same
amount of decrease in temperature it will lead a bigger or smaller decrease in
the thermodynamic free energy based on the rate that it occurs, with a slower
rate producing a bigger decrease. The notion of slow cooling is implemented
in the SA algorithm as a slow decrease in the probability of acceptance worse
solutions as it explores the solution space. Indeed, accepting worse solutions
is property of metaheuristics because it allows for a wider search for the op-
timal solution. Describing in summary the macro-steps, we would have:

Initialization:
Starting initial guess point (S).

Move definition:
Define the operation to find a random S′ solution around the current
solution.

Accepting the move:
Assessing or not S′ solution as new current solution, so S′→ S, apply-
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ing the following accepting probability:

P =

{
1 ∆ f ≤ 0

e(−
∆ f
T ) ∆ f ≥ 0

Cooling schedules:
It represents all control parameters of SA. In general, it is composed
by: initial control parameter (T0), allowing at the starting point to all
transition to be accepted; final control parameter (Tf ), no transition is
accepted; transition number Lk for each value Tk and decremental law
T ; they are correlated to ensure a quasi-equilibrium condition for each
T value changing.

Our choice fell on the use of pattern search, being more time-efficient.

3.3.2 Generalized Pattern Search

The patternsearch is a direct search method for solving non linear optimiza-
tion problems [39], it means that it does not use derivatives or approximations
of derivatives to solve the problem:

minx f (x),

where x ∈ Rn f : Rn � R. A subset of the direct search algorithms, class called
pattern search, share a structure that makes unified convergence analysis.
The general form of optimization is given by an initial guess at a solution x0
and an initial choice of a step length parameter ∆0 > 0. The algorithm can be
explained as following:

For k = 0,1, ...,
i) Check for convergence;
ii) Compute f (xk);
iii) Determine a step sk using exploratory moves (∆k,Pk);
iv) If f (xk)> f (xk + sk), then xk+1 = xk + sk, otherwise xk+1 = xk;
v) Update (∆k,Pk).

The pattern Pk is defined by two components, a real nonsingular basis ma-
trix B and a generating matrix Ck, where the columns of Ck must contain a
core pattern represented by Mk and its negative −Mk. The pattern Pk is then
defined by the columns of the matrix Pk = BCk, therefore the steps are of the
form sk = ∆kBck, where ck ∈Ck.
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The hypothesis required by the exploratory moves are:

i) sk ∈ ∆kPk ≡ ∆kBCk;
ii) If min{ f (xk + y),y ∈ ∆kB[Mk,−Mk]}< f (xk), then f (xk + sk)< f (xk).

The second hypothesis claims that if descent can be found for any one of
the 2n steps defined by the core pattern, the exploratory moves returns a step
that gives a simple decrease and the iteration is considered successful. If the
iteration is unsuccessful it is required to reduce the current step-length control
parameter ∆k,which has the effect of refining the restriction, called rational
lattice, over which the search is conducted. The process will be repeated until
some suitable stopping criterion is satisfied.
The advantages of the algorithm are given by the mild conditions on both the
exploratory moves and the ∆k update to guarantee global convergence. There
is no requirement that the step should be defined by the core pattern, nor that
2n steps must be evaluated, or even that the step returned gives the greatest
decrease possible.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3.3: The figures (a), (b), (c), (d) represent an example of convergence of pattern
search finding the global minimum, where warm colors are high values and
vice versa [40].
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Fig. 3.4: The two real branches of W (x). The first dashed line is W0(x);the second
continuous line is W−1(x)[41]

.

3.4 Lambert Function

The Lambert Function is defined to be the multivalued inverse of the func-
tion[41]:

x =W (x)eW (x) (3.9)

In case of real x, for
1
e
≤ x < 0 there are two possible real values of W (x),

see Fig. 1.2. The branch satisfying −1≤W (x) is called the principal branch
(W0(x)) and the branch satisfying W (x)≤−1 the negative branch denoted as
W−1(x). The negative branch goes to−∞ as x→ 0, while the principal branch
grows slowly but unboundedly for x→ ∞

The behaviour of the Lambert W function can be understood by compar-
ing it to the natural logarithm, the inverse of ew, where w is assumed equal to
W (x). For large negative or positive w =, ew and wew grow similarly, so their
respective functions have similar asymptotes. Multiplying the exponential
for w deforms its graph around 0 so that it is no longer monotone, and that is
why the Lambert W has two real branches: one for values on each side of the
stationary point, see Fig. 3.5. The Lambert W function solves any equation of
the form C = xex, defined as canonical form. So, given the equation xbx = a,
the solution is:

x =
W (a logb)

logb
(3.10)
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Fig. 3.5: The following plots represent the relation between the two exponential
functions (left graph) and their inverse function (right graph)[42].



Chapter 4

Methods

The following chapter provides in the first part an overview of previously
proposed previous mathematical models of the AV node conduction system.
The non invasive model proposed by Corino al.[4] is thoroughly described
since this thesis is based on it. The last paragraph accounts the principal
modifications that have been implemented to the previous model.

4.1 Previous mathematical AV node models

Several mathematical models have been proposed to study the AV nodal elec-
trophysiological characteristics. The models can be estimation models, (cf.
Mangin model in Sec 4.1.1), or simulation models, (cf. Cohen model in
Sec 4.1.2 and Lian model in Sec 4.1.3). The clinical information used by
the models could be divided in invasive or non-invasive. The invasive infor-
mation can be useful for the simulation models to have a comparison of the
results, while the estimation models apply this information to obtain the esti-
mated parameters. Estimation models are based on the mathematical model
taking into account the most important electrical properties of AV node de-
scribed by model parameters. The main problem related to this approach is
the simplification needed to describe the AV node. The other way proposed
is creating a simulation of the AV node that is able to describe a more de-
tailed characterization of electrophysiological dynamics. However it cannot
ensure a unique estimation of parameters; it means that they are not suited
for a robust estimation. In the following paragraphs several models are con-
sidered for each most commonly technique used to acquire information from
AV node conduction system.

4.1.1 Mangin model

Mangin et al.[43] have studied the effect of metoprolol and amiodarone drugs
on atrial and ventricular activity during AF by epicardial recordings in 10
post-surgical patients. The aim of the work was proposing a mathematical
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model of AV node, extracting parameters that are able to describe the drug
effects on AV nodal physiology during AF. The study is based on the rela-
tionship between the AV nodal conduction time and the preceding recovery
interval. According to the model, the conduction time is associated with a
sequence of conducted beats through an iterative series. The model accounts
for the concealed conduction (see section 2.6.1), improving their previous
hypothesis that each blocked beat leds to a fixed increment in the refractory
period[43]. Mangin et al. modified this assumption, supported by recorded
data. Since atrial activations show different degrees of penetration of the
AV node, due to their time-variability and conduction pathway chosen, it is
reasonable, according to them, to estimate the prolongation of the refractory
period brought by blocked beats using a normal distribution.
The conclusion to which they arrived was that the drugs effects have led a
decrease in ventricular activity, but no marked changes in the atrial activity.
So changes in ventricular rate are conducted by alterations in the properties
of the AV node, rather than changes in the atrial activity. The main limita-
tion of this model is linked to its nature. Since it is an approximation of the
physiological AV node, it is not easy to estimate the errors relative to the pa-
rameters. So the relationship between variations in conduction through the
AV node and the parameters is still unknown. Moreover, their intention to
predict the time of occurrence of every ventricular contraction, it is not pos-
sible because of the stochastic nature of the penetration of atrial activity into
AV node during AF.

4.1.2 Cohen model

The non-invasive model proposed by Cohen et al.[2] has been created for the
genesis of RR interval fluctuations during AF and accounts for the statistical
features of the RR interval sequence. The modelling AV node is considered
as an electrically active cell with defined electrical properties, like refractory
period and automaticity. During AF there is a turbulent electrical activity in
the atria that leads to arrival atrial impulses randomly in time with greater fre-
quency (called λ ) compared to the sinus rhythm frequency. The mathematical
assumptions concern the arrival of atrial impulses studied as a Poisson pro-
cess, and the temporal and spatial summation of the electrical activity of all
cells of the AV node. It means that all blocked atrial impulses are summed
in time and the AV node do not initiate a new refractory period until after the
next ventricular activation has occurred.
Cohen has studied the statistical properties of RR interval, discovering the
statistical independence of each other during AF. Indeed, focusing the at-
tention on autocovariance coefficients of RR intervals values, during normal
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sinus rhythm the correlation of RR intervals is over delays of 25 ms, while
during AF the autocovariance is similar to zero for index i ≥ 2, see Fig. 4.1.
Under this condition it is confirmed the hypothesis of Poisson process for
which the process needs to be memoryless (section 3.1).

Fig. 4.1: Plot of autocovariance coefficients of RR interval sequences during normal
sinus rhythm (a) and during AF (b)[2]

Fig. 4.2: Transmembrane potential of hypothetical AV junction cell. The action po-
tential of duration τ , marks the period during which the AV node is refrac-
tory. During the phase 4 the AV node depolarize spontaneously by constant
V̇4, and each arrival atrial impulse creates a step-wise depolarization that
adds an amount equal to ∆V . When it is reached the threshold VT a new
action potential is ready[2].

In the Fig. 4.2 the transmembrane potential of the AV node is shown.
According to this model, there is a time τ during which the AV node is com-
pletely refractory by stimulation of atrial impulses. At the beginning of the
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phase 4 the transmembrane potential is at its resting potential value VR. Dur-
ing this phase there are two different ways of transmembrane potential in-
crease: (1) spontaneously rise with a rate equal to V̇4; (2) discrete increase
∆V due to atrial impulse arrival during this period. The threshold VT could be
reached by the result of stepwise depolarizations due to atrial impulses, and
spontaneous phase 4 depolarization. After this value the AV node starts to
fire by creating a new action potential.
In Cohen’s model the amplitude ∆V has two different meanings: (1) it re-
flects the sustained stepwise depolarization made by the single cells; (2) it
represents also the spatial coherence of this activity. Therefore during normal
sinus rhythm, a synchronous depolarization wavefront arrives at the AV node
with ∆V = VT −VR, permitting one-to-one atrioventricular conduction. Dur-
ing AF, there will be the loss of spatial coherence in atrial depolarization that
will cause a decreasing in ∆V amplitude. As the degree of spatial disorgani-
zation increases, λ raises with the widespread of many parallel inputs to AV
node.
The first mathematical model proposed by Cohen takes into account the four
parameters:

1 λ is the frequency of atrial impulses that arrive at the AV node;

2 ∆V/(VT −VR) is the relative amplitude of the atrial impulses during
phase 4;

3 V̇4/(VT −VR) is the relative rate of phase 4 depolarization of the AV
node;

4 τ is the refractory period of the AV node.

One property not underlined by the Fig. 4.2 is the time required by impulses
to pass through the AV node. However, according to Cohen’s model,since
there is the hypothesis of random arrival in time of atrial impulses to the AV
node,the RR interval distribution during AF is not influenced by a randomly
conduction delay of atrial impulses. Therefore it is not necessary to consider
the conduction delay in analyzing the predicted RR intervals histogram.
To have a confirmation of their model, Cohen compared the experimental
histogram of RR intervals obtained from patients in chronic atrial fibrillation
to the prediction model. The result was that the model was able to predict
both unimodal RR intervals histograms, and multiple peaks in the histogram.
However two of the four parameters described, ∆V/(VT −VR) and V̇4/(VT −
VR), can be uniquely determined only if the histogram is bimodal, since they
are useful to define the positions of the two peaks. Moreover, the model
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estimates unphysiological values of the parameter λ , range between 5 Hz and
116 Hz. The solution proposed is that λ can not represent the atrial impulses
mean rate of a single site, but the summation of impulses derived from many
cells.
In this context a more recent work has been made by Corino et al.[4].

4.1.3 Lian model

Lian et al.[3] have proposed an AF-ventricular pacing model. It could be con-
sidered as an extension of Cohen’s AF model accounting more detailed elec-
trophysiological characteristics like ventricular pacing, bidirectional physi-
ological conduction delays, and electrotonic modulation in the AV node. In
this model both the conduction delay and the refractory period are considered
recovery time-dependent; it means that they are connected to the interval be-
tween the end of AV node refractory period and the AV activation wave (this
interval time is defined in Cohen’s model as phase 4).
The concealed conduction related to the atrial impulses is influenced by the
electrotonic modulation, as it has been described in section 2.6.1. Each atrial
impulse blocked by the AV node, generates a prolungation of refractory pe-
riod, whose degree is modulated by the electronic modulation and depends
from two variables: timing and the strength of blocked impulse. Considering
this phenomenon, the ventricular rate could depend from two opposite events:

1 Atrial frequency rate whose increasing frequency provokes a more rapid
ventricular rate;

2 the concealed atrial impulses frequency can prolong the AV node re-
fractory period and potentiate the AV block.

So the ventricular rate could depend from the electrotonic modulation level.
If it is stronger, the ventricular rate could be slower than atrial frequency
impulses, otherwise there will be the opposite event. The strength of this
model is that it is taking account for most statistical properties of RR inter-
vals during AF. The weakness is the difficulty to use a simultaneous search
over all the sixteen model parameters. They suggest to reduce the dimen-
sion of the search space by deriving some baseline parameters indipendently,
and thereafter trying to conduct a search, with the reduced space, to achieve
quantitative data[3].

4.2 Corino model

The section focuses on the development of the previous work made by Corino
et al.[4]. The model introduced in this thesis tries to model the AV node dur-
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ing AF through ECG-based estimation method [4], taking into account the
main electrophysiological properties of the conduction system as its refrac-
tory period and related prolongation time, the presence of dual AV pathways.

4.2.1 Description of the model

According to the model, series of AI arrive randomly in time at the AV node
following a Poisson process with mean rate equal to λ . The AV node is
supposed to be a lumped structure which takes into account the concealed
conduction, relative refractoriness and existence of dual pathways.
It is characterized by deterministic time τ , completely refractory to stimula-
tion by AI, and by a stochastic part τp, where the transmembrane potential
increases uniformly to allow the impulse passing. Thus during the interval
time [τ,τ + τp], caused by concealed conduction and/or relative refractori-
ness, the probability to pass is linearly dependent. After the time τ+τp called
maximally prolonged refractory period, no impulse is blocked, see Fig. 4.3.
As described in the section 2.6.1 for each AI there are two ways to reach the

Fig. 4.3: The A tract describes the total refractoriness to the atrial impulses, whereas
the B tract indicates a linearly increase of probability of passing from the
impulse,in the last C tract all the atrial impulses will pass[44].

AV node: the slow and the fast pathway defined in this model by different
refractoriness properties, τ1 and τp1 for the former and τ2, τp1 for the latter.
The slow pathway, as previously expressed, is characterized by a shorter re-
fractory period, therefore τ1 is assumed less than τ2.
The function:

p(i) =

{
α i = 1
1−α i = 2

(4.1)

describes the probability of conduction p(1) through the slow pathway called
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α , and hence the probability of conduction p(2) through the fast pathway
(1−α). It is possible to define mathematically the refractoriness of the ith
pathway (i = 1; 2) by the positive-valued function βi(t):

βi(t) =


0 if 0 < t < τi
t− τi

τpi
if τi ≤ t < τi + τpi

1 if t ≥ τi + τpi

(4.2)

where t represents the time elapsed from the last ventricular activation, τi

is the ith refractory period and τpi is the ith prolongation time. During the
maximally prolonged period, the probability to pass by impulse increases by
linearly way. The distribution of non-blocked atrial impulses happens along
an inhomogeneous Poisson process with the intensity function λβ (t). Since
the conduction time is included in the function βi(t), the ventricular activa-
tion coincides with non-blocked atrial impulse, so also ventricular activations
occur as inhomogeneous Poisson process with the same intensity function.
The probability density function (PDF) of the arrival time of the nth non-
blocked impulse, defined by tn has the following equation[4]:

pt(tn) =
λβ (t)
(n−1)!

 t∫
0

λβ (τ)dt

n−1

exp

−
t∫

0

λβ (τ)dt

 (4.3)

Under the hypothesis of temporal coincidence between the arrival atrial im-
pulse and the ventricular activation, the PDF between consecutive ventricular
activations, denoted as x, is:

pt(t1) = px(x) = λβ (x)

−
t∫

0

λβ (τ)dτ

 (4.4)

Because of the existence of dual pathways, px(x) is composed by two com-
ponents:

px(x) = α px,1(x)+(1−α)px,2 (4.5)

Combining the time-dependent refractoriness function β (t) with the equation
4.4:
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px,i(x) =


0 if 0 < x < τi

λ(x− τi)

τp
exp
{
−λ(x− τi)

2

2τp

}
ifτi ≤ x < τi + τp

λexp
{
−λτp

2
−λ(x− τi− τp)

}
if x≥ τi + τp

(4.6)

where x represents the RR interval. Using the property of statistical indepen-
dence between consecutive ventricular activations declared in section 4.1.2,
the joint probability function is given by:

px(x1,x2, ...,xM) =
M

∏
m=1

px(xm) =
M

∏
m=1

(αpx,1(xm)+(1−α)px,2(xm)) (4.7)

where px,1(xm) and px,2(xm) are obtained by the equation 4.7.

4.2.2 Simulation and Estimation

Input parameters

The set of parameters used for the simulation can be summarized as follow-
ing:

1 λ is the frequency of atrial impulses. The applied values that can as-
sume are 5.5±1.5Hz;

2 τ1 = 0.2±0.03s and τ2 = 0.3±0.1;

3 τp1 = 0.08±0.1s and τp2 = 0.11±0.04s;

4 α ∈ [0−1];

5 nAI is the number of atrial impulses that are assumed to be generated

by SA node during the registration time t =
nAI
λ

. The variation is from
7000 to 15000 impulses.

All the input parameters are estimated from the RR intervals using the max-
imum likelihood estimation, except for λ parameter. It is determined by the
dominant AF frequency λAF obtained from atrial activity extracted during
ECG recordings using spatiotemporal QRST cancellation. However it is nec-
essary to consider atria depolarization time, that accounts a minimum interval
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Fig. 4.4: Model of the AV node showing the generator of atrial impulses arriving to
the splitter node dividing the two pathways.

time necessary between two successive atrial impulses. Therefore the param-
eter λ requires to be properly corrected as following:

λ =
λAF

1−δλAF
(4.8)

where δ accounts the minimum interval time equal to 50ms.

Simulation

The simulation of RR series has been created by establishing different set of
input parameters (previously described), in order to study the shape variations
of the RR intervals histogram. In Fig. 4.4 it is shown the general understand-
ing of the model. Referring to the Fig. 4.4, the next atrial impulse arriving
after a ventricular activation passes through the slow pathway with probabil-
ity α . The following atrial impulses follow the pathway chosen by the first
one, until one of them is passed. The presence of the feedback let to reset the
previous choice related to the pathway taken.
The building of simulated RR interval histogram lets to know the information
on the relative frequency of occurence of RR intervals of different lenghts
given a fixed set of parameters, see Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.5: Simulated RR interval histogram during atrial fibrillation. Set parameters:
λ=9.09 Hz, τ1=0.1, τ2=0.4, τp1=0.1, τp2=0.15,α=0.7. Simulated time reg-
istration: 27 minutes.

Moreover, the assumption to which the ventricular activations are distributed
according to the PDF was verified, by observing the graphical matching be-
tween the simulated RR intervals histogram and the PDF given the same set
of parameters, see Fig. 4.6. As expected, the two graphs are well overlapped.

Fig. 4.6: Comparison between RR series histogram and theoretical PDF built
through the parameters set: λ=9.09 Hz, τ1=0.1, τ2=0.4, τp1=0.1, τp2=0.15,
α=0.7
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Estimation

The estimation of the model parameters related to dual AV nodal pathways
and refractory period prolongation contained in the vector

θ = [τ1 τ2 α τp1 τp2] (4.9)

have been estimated by jointly maximizing the log-likelihood function re-
spect to θ as following:

θ̂ = arg maxθ log px(x1,x2, ...,xM|θ ;λ ), (4.10)

with

log px(x1,x2, ...,xM|θ ;λ )

= log
M

∏
m=1

px(xm|θ ;λ )

=
M

∑
m=1

log(αpx,1(xm|θ ;λ )

+(1−α)px,2(xm|θ ;λ )) (4.11)

Different non-linear optimization algorithms have been tested to find the
maximum value of px(x1,x2, ...,xM|θ ;λ ) . Among optimization algorithms
explored as "fminsearch", "simulated annealing" and "patternsearch", the best
results, in terms of computational rapidity, have been found with "patternsearch",
see section 3.3.
Since the purpose of the thesis has been only to reproduce the previous Corino
model, it has only been verified the correctness of the estimation parameters
compared to the provided input set without a study of statistical errors. To
have a further confirm of the model, it has been checked the graphical corre-
spondence between the simulated RR intervals histogram and the PDF built
with the estimated set of parameters, see Fig. 4.7.

The result obtained is that the PDF, created by the proposed model, fol-
lows correctly the histogram.
The main evidence underlined by the PDF is the bimodality characteristic
due to the presence of dual AV nodal pathways. The PDF changes its shape
when the estimated parameters ∆τ = (τ2− τ1) ( Fig. 4.8(a)), α( Fig.4.8(b)),
λ ( Fig.4.8(c)), τp1 and τp2( Fig. 4.8(d)) are modified. Improving ∆τ the sec-
ond peak is shifted to rightside. If ∆τ is close to 0.1 s the two peaks are hardly
distinguished, whereas the α variation modifies the weight given to peaks. If
α is less than 0.5, the first peak is less emphasised, otherwise there would
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Fig. 4.7: Comparison between the RR series Histogram and the estimated PDF us-
ing λ=9.09 Hz, τ1=0.1, τ2=0.4, τp1=0.1, τp2=0.15,α=0.7. Simulated time
registration: 28 minutes.

be the opposite behaviour with α more than 0.5. The extreme α values [0 1]
produce the disappearance of one of two peaks.The AI frequency λ is propor-
tionally correlated to peaks height. Rising λ the first peak is more affected
to increase its value. The last graph is showing different τp1 and τp2 settings.
The influence on PDF is evident by enlarging shape peaks.

4.3 Modified model

The application of the Corino et al. model on real data generates a high
variability of the estimated parameters during the 24-h ECG recordings, in
particular regarding the probability α .
The requested task has been to modify the RR series simulation through the
insertion of a new input probability γ , that is considered to be closer to the
electrophysiological properties of the AV node compared to the output prob-
ability α . The expected result of our work would be a more stability of the
new parameter along the 24-h registration time.
The hypothesis to which for each ventricular activation the train of atrial im-
pulses passes through the same pathway, according to α has been refused.
Referring to the Fig. 4.9, each impulse has the probability γ to choose the
slow pathway with shorter refractory period. The probability of conduction
α̂ is estimated from the model as the ratio between the number of atrial im-
pulses passed through the slow pathway and the total number of atrial im-
pulses passed through either the slow pathway and the fast pathway.
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Fig. 4.8: PDF for different ∆τ(a), α(b), λ (c), τp(d), τp1(1) : τp1 = 0.05,τp2 =
0.08;τp1(2) : τp1 = 0.08,τp2 = 0.13;τp1(3) : τp2 = 0.12,τp2 = 0.16. Set
parameters: τ1=0.1, τ2=0.34,α=0.7, λ=6.25, τp1=0.1, τp2=0.15.
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Fig. 4.9: Modified model of AV node inserting the parameter γ at the entrance to
split the atrial impulses between the two pathways

The relationship existing between the input probability γ and the output
probability α̂ becomes important to understand the behaviour of the model
characterised by the following parameters τ1, τ2, τp1, τp2 and γ .



Chapter 5

Results

The chapter contains at the beginning the experimental study of α̂ trend
depending on the input parameters. In the next sections the discover of the
experimental law is described, followed by the confirmation of the equation
by studying the mean absolute error and the root mean square error. The last
sections regard the inversion of the law and its application on real data.

5.1 Simulation

Different parameter settings were used to simulate RR-series, see Tab. 5.1.
For each parameter setting, a 30 min RR interval series was simulated. The
parameter λ was incremented with 0.5 Hz step, the step-size of ∆τ and ∆τp

was 0.01 s, and the probability γ varied with 0.1 step.

Inputs Intervals
λ 5−10 [Hz]
∆τ 0−0.5 [s]
∆τp 0−0.2 [s]

γ 0−1

Tab. 5.1: Set of parameters used to alpha simulation

5.1.1 Data Exploration

To study the relationship between α̂ and γ , it has been carried out:

1 ∆τ = τ2 − τ1 > 0s is the difference between the fast pathway with
longer refractory period and the slow pathway with shorter refractory
period;

2 ∆τp = τp2−τp1 as difference between the two prolongations. Since the
prolongation time τp indicates the concealed conduction phenomenon,
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both conditions τp1 < τp2, τp2 < τp1 are possible, hence ∆τp can be
either > 0s or < 0s.
The choice of the above mentioned parameters was done previously
to have two parameters less, studying only the variation between the
two refractory periods and the respective prolongations. Besides the
two differences enhance the dependence between the two pathways. In
the following paragraphs the trend of α̂ is shown depending on two
parameters and fixing the other ones.

Trend of α̂ depending on γ and ∆τ

If the parameter λ is kept constant and ∆τp = 0s while varying γ and ∆τ .
The mathematical function that describes the relative refractoriness of the ith
pathway can be simplified to:

βi(t) =

{
0 if 0 < t < τi

1 if t ≥ τi
(5.1)

In Fig.5.1(a) each curve represents the variation of α̂ fixing ∆τ for different
γ values, while in Fig.5.1(b) the parameter α̂ has been studied depending on
∆τ and each curve indicates a different fixed γ parameter. It is feasible to
notice from the graphs:

1 α̂ increases with γ (see Fig. 5.1(a)), because increasing the probability
to choose the slow pathway, a greater number of atrial impulses pass
through the same one, increasing α̂;

2 increasing ∆τ the curve will be shifted towards higher values of α̂

(Fig. 5.1(a)). The explanation is intuitive: in the time window be-
tween τ1 and τ2, the time-dependent refractoriness of the slow pathway
β1(t) = 1, while for the fast pathway β2(t) = 0. Hence the atrial im-
pulse can pass through the slow pathway, whereas it is blocked in the
fast pathway. Therefore, increasing the difference ∆τ , the probability
α̂ to pass through the slow pathway by the atrial impulse increases, see
Fig. 5.1(b).

Regarding the Fig. 5.1(a): (1) focusing on curves with ∆τ > 0s an exponential
relationship between α̂ and γ is observed; (2) the asymptotic value 1 assumed
by the parameter α̂ corresponds to the maximum value of γ .
In Fig.5.1(b) it is evident that for the initial value ∆τ = 0s the parameter
α̂ is equal to the input parameter γ , because the two functions β1 and β2
are characterised by the same refractoriness periods, so the probability to be
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conducted by one of the two pathway is the same to the probability to choose
one of them.

Fig. 5.1: (a)Trend of α̂ for different values of γ when λ = 8.77Hz, ∆τp = 0s and
∆τ = [0−0.4]s(b) trend of α̂ for different values of ∆τ when λ = 8.77Hz,
∆τp = 0s and γ = [0.1−0.9].

Trend of α̂ depending on γ and ∆τp

Establishing ∆τ = 0s and fixing λ , ∆τp was inserted (studying the condition
τp2 > τp1). The probability function βi(t) that describes the respectively re-
fractoriness period of slow/fast pathway is thus modified:

βi(t) =


0 if 0 < t < τi
t

τpi
if τi ≤ t < τi + τpi

1 if t ≥ τi + τpi

(5.2)

In the Fig. 5.2(a) it is shown different curves of α̂ depending on γ for differ-
ent values of ∆τp, while in Fig. 5.2(b) the trend of α̂ is represented varying
∆τp and each trend is shown changing γ .
The observations are similar to the previous section, however in Fig.5.2(b)
α̂ trend looks less influenced by the parameter ∆τp compared to ∆τ . During
the interval [τp1− τp2], β1 = 1, but β2 is not equal to 0, so there is a prob-

ability equal to
t

τpi
that the atrial impulse could pass from the fast pathway.

Therefore α̂ values are less altered by ∆τp compared to the dependence by
∆τ .
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Fig. 5.2: (a)Trend of α̂ for different values of γ when λ = 8.77Hz, ∆τ = 0s and
∆τp = [0− 0.21]s(b) trend of α̂ for different values of ∆τp when λ =
8.77Hz, ∆τ = 0s and γ = [0.1−0.9].

Trend of α̂ depending on γ and λ

The last analysis regards the trend between α̂ and the occurrence frequency
of atrial impulses λ , setting to fixed value ∆τ and ∆τp = 0s. In Fig. 5.3
α̂ increases with λ because the interval time among the atrial impulses is
getting lower, so the probability of a single atrial impulse to fall in the interval
[τ1− τ2] increases.

Fig. 5.3: Each curve is α̂ trend depending on λ when ∆τ = 0.17s ∆τp = 0s and
γ = [0.1−0.9].
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5.1.2 Relationship between γ and α̂

The research of the relationship between α̃ and γ has been conducted by
using Minimum Least Squares (MLS) algorithm, so that the whole analysis
has been established following the next steps:

1. Assumption of exponential equation, which has been suggest by the
different trends studied in the Sec 5.1.1;

2. Introducing limits 0 < α̃ < 1 because α̃ is a probability;

3. Setting bounds for the refractory periods τ1, τ2 and the respective pro-
longations τp1 and τp2 to the physiological range as shown in Sec 5.1;

4. Analysis of estimated coefficients furnished by MLS.

Setting ∆τp = 0 to simplify the study, we have suggested an exponential law
for the description of the counted α̂ trend depending on the time ∆τ , see
Fig. 5.1(a):

α̃(∆τ,A,B|∆τp = 0) = 1−Ae−B∆τ (5.3)

where α̃ is the estimation of the probability α̂ , while A and B represent coef-
ficients that will be estimated by MLS. As mentioned in point 2), it has been
inserted the asymptote 1 to which α̃ can converge. The parameter A is easily

Fig. 5.4: The graphic representation of A(a)and B(b), referred to the equation 5.3,
studied for different values of γ and λ , establishing ∆τp = 0. In (a) the
curves (overlapped) have the same behaviour, setting a different λ for each
curve; in (b) the curve are studied varying λ , where each curve represents
a different γ value.

solved. Enforcing ∆τ = 0, it was mentioned before that the output parameter
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is equal to the input one, so:

α̃(0) = γ = 1−A;

A = 1− γ

so the parameter A is the complementary of γ .
In Fig. 5.4(a) there is the estimation of A obtained by MLS algorithm varying
the parameter γ . Observing Fig.5.4(b) the representation of B coefficient,
they correspond to the product of λγ . Therefore the equation will be:

α̃(γ,∆τ,λ |∆τp = 0) = 1−
[
(1− γ)e−λγ∆τ

]
(5.4)

The following step has been to consider the elongation times (∆τp 6= 0),
reproducing the same procedure and setting in this case ∆τ = 0. Since the
obtained trend between the counted α̂ and γ looks still an exponential (see
Fig. 5.2), it has been suggested to use the same structure of the equation 5.4,
changing only the exponential argument. Setting the equation:

α̃(γ,∆τp,λ |∆τ = 0) = 1−
[
(1− γ)e−λγC∆τp

]
(5.5)

C was considered as numerical constant, obtained by the average of different
values of C varying γ , ∆τp and λ , see Fig. 5.5. The set C is equal to 0.5.
To complete the relationship between α̃ and γ , the influence of the parameter
∆τp was added to the refractory period ∆τ , leading to:

α̃(γ,∆τ,∆τp,λ ) = 1−

[
(1− γ)e

−λγ

(
∆τ+

∆τp

2

)]
(5.6)

5.1.3 Simulation Results

Recalling the relationship between α̃ and γ:

α̃ = 1−

[
(1− γ)e

−λγ

(
∆τ+

∆τp

2

)]
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the comparison between the derived probability

of α̃ obtained using above equation and the actual α̂ obtained in the simula-
tions, as a function of ∆τ and ∆τp, respectively. It can be noted that the actual
trend of α̂ follows the derived α̃
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Fig. 5.5: The graphic representation of C depending of γ (a) and λ (b), referred to the
equation 5.5, studied for different values of γ and λ , establishing ∆τ = 0.
Both curves in (a) and (b) have the same random behaviour; in (a) each
curve represents a different λ ; in (b) each curve represents a different γ

Fig. 5.6: Trends of the derived α̃ (dashed lines) and actual α̂ (solid lines) depending
on the difference between the two prolongation times (∆τp). Each curve
corresponds to a different value of γ that was varied from 0.1 to 0.9.
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Fig. 5.7: Trends of the derived α̃ (dashed lines) and actual α̂ (solid lines) depend-
ing of the difference between the two refractory periods (∆τ). Each curve
corresponds to a different value of γ that was varied from 0.1 to 0.9.

The mean absolute error (MAE, Eq. 5.7) and the RMSE (Root Mean
Square Error, Eq. 5.8) were calculated to confirm our result, which are shown
in Tab. 5.2. We used both in order to diagnose the variation in the errors in a
set of estimations. Indeed, MAE is an average magnitude without considering
their direction, evaluating the accuracy of the measurement, unlike RMSE is
a quadratic scoring rule which measures the average magnitude of the error.
Since the errors are squared before they are averaged, the RMSE gives a
relatively high weight to large errors. This means the RMSE is most useful
when large errors are particularly undesirable.

MAE =
∑

m
i=1 |α̂i− α̃i|

m
(5.7)

RMSE =

√
∑

m
i=1(α̂i− α̃i)2

m
(5.8)

Below are shown two global index of errors

¯MAE = 0.0038±8.2023∗10−4

¯RMSE = 0.0159±0.0087
.
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γ MAE RMSE

0.0 0.0029 ± 0.0005 0.0000 ± 0.00000

0.1 0.0033 ± 0.0005 0.0422 ± 0.00752

0.2 0.0031 ± 0.0006 0.0493 ± 0.00958

0.3 0.0033 ± 0.0007 0.0487 ± 0.00930

0.4 0.0035 ± 0.0007 0.0451 ± 0.00850

0.5 0.0047 ± 0.0008 0.0397 ± 0.0069

0.6 0.0038 ± 0.0008 0.0328 ± 0.0049

0.7 0.0038 ± 0.0009 0.0257 ± 0.0009

0.8 0.0045 ± 0.0010 0.0186 ± 0.0018

0.9 0.0045 ± 0.0011 0.0111 ± 0.0006

1.0 0.0045 ± 0.0013 0.0000 ± 0.0000

Tab. 5.2: Absolute error and RMSE between the α̃ obtained using Eq. 5.6 and the
actual value α̂ .

5.1.4 Inversion

Since the purpose of the thesis is to calculate the parameter γ , it is necessary
to invert the equation 5.6 in order to study γ depending on the parameters
[∆τ;∆τp;λ ;α] properly estimated through the Corino model, described in
Sec 4.2, on dataset of patients affected to AF.
In order to invert, it is necessary to refer to the Lambert Function, defined in
Sec 3.4 as the multivalued inverse of the function:

y = f (W ) =W (x)eW (x) (5.9)

The branch considered of the Lambert function in this study is the principal
branch (W0(x)) for which W (x) ≥ −1. To invert Eq. 5.6 it is fundamental
arriving to the simplified form 5.9.
Assuming:

z = 1− γ;∆T = ∆τ +
∆τp

2

the equation will be:

α̃ = 1− ze(−λ (1−z)∆T ) (5.10)
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Bringing the parameters non-dependent from z to the left side of the equation:

α̃
′ = ze(λ z∆T )

where α̃ ′ = (1− α̃)e(λ∆T ). Changing the base b = e(λ∆T ) it is possible to
arrive to the compact form similar to the (1.2):

α̃
′ = zbz (5.11)

Using the Lambert function property described in the article [42]:

y =W (x)bW (x);W (x) =
W (x log(b))

log(b)
(5.12)

the final equation is:

γ = 1−W ((1− α̃)λ∆Te(λ∆T ))

λ∆T
(5.13)

Fig. 5.8: Derived γ depending of α̂ , keeping fixed ∆τ = 0.2s, ∆τp = 0.07s, λ =
8.57Hz

5.2 Real data

Data collected in the RATe control in Atrial Fibrillation (RATAF) study were
analyzed in this work. The RATAF study was a prospective, randomized,
investigator-blind, crossover study designed to compare four drug regimens
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Variable Value
Gender (male/female) 42/18
Age (years) 71±9
AP duration (months) 11(2−121)
BMI 27±4
Hypertension 25

Tab. 5.3: Demographic characteristics and cardiovascular history in the study popu-
lation

(metoprolol, diltiazem, verapamil, and carvedilol) used to reduce the ventric-
ular heart rate in patients with permanent AF. Each drug was given for more
than three weeks to ensure an adequate period of washout of the previous
treatment and steady-state plasma concentrations. Before starting the first
treatment and at the last day of each of the 4 treatment periods, 24-h Holter
recordings were made. The regional ethics committee and the Norwegian
medicines agency approved the study, registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov
(clinical trial no. NCT00313157) and conducted in accordance with the
Helsinki Declaration. Each patient provided written informed consent before
any study-related procedures were performed. The clinical characteristics of
the patients are shown in Table 5.3. Data analysis was conducted on those
patients which recordings have sufficient quality along the 24h. Therefore,
the analysis was carried out on 31 patients, containing 155 recordings.

Starting by the following formula:

γ = 1−W ((1− α̂)λ∆T exp(λ∆T ))
λ∆T

The probability of γ has been calculated applying the above formula on esti-
mations previously realized by Corino model, so that it was possible a com-
parison between α and γ probabilities have been compared.

5.2.1 Real data results

The first part of the analysis has regarded the calculation of the mean and
standard deviation values of α and γ , respectively σα and σγ . It has been
found that σγ is resulted lower than σα in 58% of the analysed recordings. It
is important to have an understanding of the values as a whole, hence it has
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been calculated the mean values assumed respectively by α and γ .

σ̄α = 0.1857
σ̄γ = 0.1813

.

In order to assess the difference between α and γ , it has been carried out t-
test on σγ and σα for all recordings, which has confirmed the non-significant
difference between α and γ . Indeed, the σγ presents approximately the same
value of σα . It is now interesting to show some example which enhances the
difference between α and γ and behaviour. For this purpose will be exposed
two patients. The Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 show as γ gives a better result in terms

Fig. 5.9: Patient 1 : comparison α (a) and γ (b) for each treatment

of interquartile range, and confirm the usual lower values of γ , according to
Eq. 5.6. The two boxplots show on right the probability of α while on the
left the probability of γ . Deepening the analysis, the superimposition be-
tween α , estimated by the Corino model, and the derived γ (Figs.5.11 and
5.12) shows an expected results, according to the α and γ standard devia-
tions. Indeed, the two behaviours have almost the same trend, γ follows α .
This similar tendency between α and γ is explained mainly by the presence
of a small ∆τ , indeed if ∆τ ≈ 0 and ∆τp≈ 0, then α = γ . Substantially γ trend
is characterised by a lower value, which is explainable observing the Fig. 5.8
that show the tendency of γ to have a smaller than α . This is due to atrial
impulses enter preferentially into the slow pathway, which is characterised
by lower refractory period facilitating the passing of atrial impulses into slow
pathway, increasing α , see Fig. 4.9. Instead, referring to Eq. 5.5, ∆τp value
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Fig. 5.10: Patient 2 : comparison α (a) and γ (b) for each treatment

Fig. 5.11: Patient 1: Superimposition of α (solid line) and γ (thick line) during base-
line (a), and Metoprolol (b), Diliziasem (c), Verapamil (d), Carvedilol (e)
treatments
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Fig. 5.12: Patient 2: Superimposition of α (solid line) and γ (thick line) during base-
line (a), and Metoprolol (b), Diliziasem (c), Verapamil (d), Carvedilol (e)
treatments

is weighted by a constant C equals to 1/2, which prevents an exponential in-
creasing too quick of γ . Hence, C coefficient prevents an overestimation of
γ . However, analysing the real data the difference ∆τp is not contained in the
simulated interval (0− 0.2 sec), that it means C-value may have a different
value. It is noticeable that in some sample γ assumes an higher amplitude of
α , especially observing the trend of τp1 and τp2 in both Fig.s 5.13 and 5.14.
This phenomenon is observable in 5.14, referring to the prolongations. In-
deed interval by interval, the difference ∆τp may reach values close or higher
than 0.5 Sec Hence, increasing of ∆τp may lead to a constant C 6= 0.5.
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Fig. 5.13: Patient 1: Comparison along the 24h recording of all estimated parameters
by Corino model and derived γ during baseline
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Fig. 5.14: Patient 2: Comparison along the 24h recording of all estimated parameters
by Corino model and derived γ during baseline



Chapter 6

Discussions

The result of the present thesis has been the research of the relationship
between α̃ and γ that fits the experimental trend. The correctness of the law
is proved by the study of MAE and RMSE, calculated between the actual α̂

and the derived α̃ , that reach the order of magnitude of 10−3, see Tab. 5.2. In
the investigation of the law, the only parameter that has been not found com-
pletely stable is the parameter C, see Sec 5.1.2, discovered time-dependent
from ∆τp. To fix this variability, the parameter C has been calculated as the
average of different C coefficients varying the parameters ∆τp and λ . To im-
prove the accuracy of the estimation it has been imposed ∆τp < 0.2s, bound
physiologically accepted. The result obtained is: C = 0.5± 0.05; anyhow it
has been accepted by the low errors obtained in α̃ . We propose in the future
to improve the parameter C, understanding better its dependence from the
variability ∆τp.
We have suggested a partial explanation of the equation, studying the case of
∆τp = 0. The model, in this case, is represented by the step function, see Eq.
5.1, that receives in input a Poisson process. Focusing on the step response
along the fast pathway, it is feasible to set the differential equation of the vari-
ation of the probability α̃∗ (complementary of the probability α̃) depending
on the variation time ∆τ . The integration of the proposed equation can lead
to the Eq. 5.4 described in Sec 5.1.1. However, there are some assumptions
that are not yet well explained. We do not know the correlation between the
Poisson process given as input, and the model described by a step, therefore
the response is not fully explained.
The analytically approach (Lambert function) used for the inversion of the
equation between α and γ lets to avoid a numerical approximation, it means
that the error committed on the measure of simulated α̂ is relatively small.

The hypothesis of the thesis regards the assumption that the parameter γ ,
since it is closer to the physiological properties of the AV node, should be
more stable than the estimated α . However, the results on the real data show
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that there is not a statistical significance between the standard deviation of γ

and α , therefore the hypothesis could not be coherent. We suppose that the
introduction of the new parameter γ has led to redefine the Corino model,
compromising the application of the estimated parameters on the relationship
α− γ .

Regarding the implementation of the previous model, it has been introduced
two restrictions, so that α is constrained in a range between 0 and 1, and τ1
cannot be larger than τ2, since the ML estimation of all parameters may gener-
ate unphysiological values. The use of Simulated Annealing was abandoned
in favor of Pattern Search, computationally faster. In this study Matlab’s de-
fault features are used, except for the CompleteSearch and MeshRotate set
both ’on’. They respectively evaluate values around the current iterate (to
find a better solution) and do not rotate the mesh before declaring a point to
be optimum (avoiding complementary estimations).
Moreover, it has been noticed a high variability of the estimated parameters
that can be visible in Fig. 5.13 that has many causes. The first one is implied
on the acquisition of the ECG signal. Since the registration lasts 24-h, the
signal can be affected by patient muscular activity that will affect the signal.
Moreover, the parameter λ is largely influenced by the noise, because its es-
timation derives from the atrial activity that is lower in magnitude compared
to the ventricular activity. Lastly, the model is highly sensitive to the esti-
mation of τ1. Because of ectopic beats, or generic noise, it is possible the
generation of RR intervals clearly lower than RR intervals expected during
AF. The result is a wrong estimation of τ1 that brings to underestimate τ2 and
to overestimate the respective prolongations τp1 and τp2.

About our opinion the estimation of the parameters by MLE is not suitable
with the new version of Corino model, therefore we suggest to change, in
future applications, the estimation method in order to have a one-to-one cor-
respondence with the simulated parameters.
We are still convinced that the parameter γ can be less influenced by variabil-
ity compared to the parameter α̃ . Because the former is an input parameter
that cannot be affected by the refractoriness periods of dual AV node path-
ways as it happens to the output parameter α̃ .
Regarding the mathematical explanation of the equation, we suggest to study
in detail the step response when a statistical process is inserted as input, to
confirm the exponential trend that we have found in experimentally way.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

This study presents a statistical method for a quantitative analysis of AF.
A previous model has been implemented initially , accomplishing all char-
acteristic such as dual nodal pathways, concealed conduction and relative
refractoriness taken into account. These aspects are modeled and estimated
as the probability of the atrial signal to pass through the slow pathway, the
difference in refractory period between the two pathways and the maximum
prolongation. The simulation has been improved introducing a new param-
eter that represents the probability of an impulse choosing either one of the
two pathways.
To test its accuracy and precision the mean absolute error (MAE) and root
mean square error (RMSE) for different γ’s has been calculate . Obtaining,
MAE = (3,8±0.82023)×10−3 and RMSE = 0.0159±0.0087, calculated as
average among all errors.
Moreover, the relationship on dataset has been tested, 24-h Holter recordings
were made. The results showed that the standard deviation of introduced pa-
rameter presents a greater stability in 58% of recordings. It has been carried
out a t-test on the two standard deviations that enhances a not significant dif-
ference.
This study indicates that the relationship opens a new approach for the study
of AF. There are certain aspects of the relationship that need improvements,
e.g. a more robust C coefficient for weighing the difference of the maximum
prolongations.
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